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this framework combines computational thinking with personal growth to provide a powerful framework
for re-coding yourself—our ideas of love, education, spirituality, work, happiness, and love—In a distinctive
fusion of cutting-edge ideas, personal tales, irreverence, and a brilliant teaching design, Lakhiani reveals
the 10 powerful laws and regulations that form a step-by-step approach that you can connect with life to
shed years of struggle and elevate yourself to exceptional new heights.pleasure, purpose, fulfilment, and
like.The Code of the Extraordinary Brain, a  It makes a case that everything we realize about the world is
formed by conditioning and habit.bestseller, is a blueprint of laws to break us clear of the shackles of a
typical life.NY Times  A lifestyle of more pleasure and accomplishment than you may have dared to wish
possible.love, work, cash, parenting, sex, wellness, and more—which they inherit and pass on from
generation to generation.But what if you could remove these outdated suggestions and start anew? What
would your daily life look like if you could your investment rules of the past, and redefine what joy,
purpose, and success mean for you?s personal experiences, the 5 million people he’connects to a
complete on immersive encounter including ways so that you can dive into particular chapters to unlock
additional videos or training and connect with each other and the writer to understand via peer-to-peer
learning systems.bending truth. and replacing old, limiting versions that hold you back with new,
empowering beliefs and behaviors that collection you on the path toward an extraordinary
life.consciousness engineering to assist you learn and grow at speeds like nothing you've seen prior.You
will learn to make a dent in the universe and find out your quest. This framework is based on
Lakhiani’Not Just a Book, but a MovementBlending computational thinking, integral theory, modern
spirituality, evolutionary biology, and humor, personal growth business owner Vishen Lakhiani offers a
revolutionary 10-point framework for understanding and enhancing the individual self..are based on
Brules (bullsh*t guidelines) that get passed from generation to generation and are long recent their
expiration date?The 10 Laws to an Extraordinary LifeThis book challenges conventional ideas of
relationships, goal-setting, mindfulness, happiness, and meaning. In a unique fusion of cutting-edge
suggestions, personal stories, and humorous irreverence, rather than to say, humor and napkin
diagrams, Imagine if everything we think we realize about how exactly the world functions—Become
familiar with how to apply unique models like  And thus, most people live their lives predicated on
limiting rules and outdated beliefs about just about everything—The Code of the Extraordinary Brain  Step
into a new understanding of the world around you as well as your place in it, and discover yourself
working at a fresh, extraordinary level in every way.s reached through Mindvalley, and 200 hours of
interviews and questions posed to incredible minds, including Elon Musk, Richard Branson, Peter
Diamandis, Ken Wilber, Dean Kamen, Arianna Huffington, Michael Beckwith, and other legendary
leaders..This book explains to think like some of the greatest non-conformist minds of our era, to
question, challenge, hack, and create new rules for YOUR life so that you can define success on your own
terms.This Book Is a full time income, Breathing Manifesto That Goes Beyond a Traditional
PublicationFor those that want more, Once you find the code, you will issue your limits and realize that
now there are none. Become familiar with about * New York Times Bestseller* USA Today Bestseller*
Audible TOP Nonfiction Audiobooks
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interesting but it got old This book is just a little hard to examine because I've mixed opinions. I found the
discussion of how much our thinking is normally influenced by cultural and societal rules to be very
helpful, as was the debate of the importance of balance in life. However, the continuous name dropping
got outdated, as do the repeated plugs for Mr. I’ve skipped a lot of pages in this manner because by the
end of your day: did I purchase a self-help book or a advertising magazine? I question how ancient the
idea is that people create our own truth through what we believe. Many of the main designs of the
publication- meditation, gratitude, forgiveness, compassion, like, looking inward, being resistant to the
turmoil of lifestyle- are not original and seem to come right out of historic Buddhist, Stoic, or Epicurian
teachings.So overall I believe people's opinion of this reserve will vary a whole lot and will depend on
what useful they find the valuable parts, how familiar they already are with Buddhism and Stoicism, and
just how much they want to find out about Mr. The idea of "blissipline" is another one that I have
difficulty with as actuality dictates that sometimes, despite the best efforts and intentions, existence is just
plain sour. Sorry Vishen, your emperor does not have any clothes We guess that if you have never read
anything on the Law of Attraction, goal setting, mindfulness or business success, this book may be of
some benefit for you. While the book does have some good content material, I did not find it to be
original at all, and did find it to become annoyingly fluffed up with hype and repetition. This publication
will give you hope, motivation, inspiration, good ideas and patience to create the life you’re designed to
have and a new positive mentality. Pursuing pleasure and "learning" to discover the (greater) great in
everything, despite its worth assignment as positive, harmful or neutral isn't only the mark of a mature
individual, but is both vital that you the wellness of the average person and society all together. In some
parts of the book, the level of repetition is nearly insulting. There's a component where he says, nearly
verbatim about 5 moments, you need to become content before you really achieve your goals. You can't
just sweat and tension your way to success. Good marketing and a properly done clean cover captured my
attention as one that is an avid reader - particularly of books centered on self-development. Good
advertising and a nicely done clean cover caught my ... Nothing new in this latest addition to the "self-
help" and "leadership" genre of books. I felt increasingly frustrated by all this repetition until I simply
gave up and decided I had not been going to continue with the reserve. However, this one remaining me
disappointed even after two reads. This was filled with profound wisdom, life strategies and good sense!
The author encourages readers to issue guidelines; which on the surface is good, but the presumption
being made is that all the visitors operate from the same degree of morality and wisdom, which would
provide them with the good judgment to pick and choose what works (at least for them). Basically, some
societal conventions and mores serve a valid, meaningful and timeless purpose. Living within the "law" to
make it simple is often the best path to freedom and not everyone has the ability or maturity to improve
and redefine what's greatest for themselves or how they may interface with society on the whole.
Lakhiani's life and company. There's struggle as a simple basis of lifestyle and usually, this outcomes in
goodness. All of those other book still contains an frustrating amount of self-praising hype, repetitive tales
about Richard Branson, Tony Robbins, etc, which I did not find inspiring or interesting at all, and a
standard focus on entrepreneurial "how to succeed in business without actually trying" ideas. The notion
of living one's "bliss" as a means of life can easily slip into the realm of the self-centered and insular.
What is called "NEW" is not actually new.e. Enjoy.! Somebody with sense? Where accurate "happiness"
is enduring despite outcomes, "bliss" tends to be temporary (i. I really do appreciate the suggestions and
the models of considering he presents but I feel the book could have been much smaller and focused on
the main points. Read "The Nature of Personal Fact" by Jane Roberts published in 1974. Good book The
author does raise plenty of interesting points and help to make the argument against cultural conformity.,
tied to a specific experience just like the birth of a wholesome child or obtaining a new work) and is not
practical to attain, let alone maintain for most people after the luster rubs away. The many description of



his business achievement and his ideal wife and perfect life and how you can emulate him also began to
sound like an old Kathie Lee Christmas particular (for those old enough to keep in mind her), although in
his defense he was suggesting techniques that other folks can follow. I suspect it is as old as religious
beliefs itself. Annoying Rehash of Many Other Books We was fooled by all the 5 star evaluations and
chose this reserve, thinking it was really something interesting and different that could inspire me. The
writer is sometimes witty but for a person who has a half-million subscribers, this reserve is remarkably
boring and lacking clean insights. It was also a little bit annoying to continue reading (six times? Most
particularly, at 19% in the Kindle edition, he speaks well-on-high of "Dean" who created the "third
country in North America after the U. Alternatively, I suggest Elisha Goldstein's "Uncovering Joy."
Finally, I wish that some of these Internet millionaires would just be honest and emphatically state that
unexplainable good fortune also had an excellent part related to their success rather than crafting
elaborate trigger and impact narratives in retrospect which supposedly describe how they achieved it. (On
this, read Taleb's "Black Swan.") Yes, you can find principles to end up being followed, mindsets to be
embraced and disciplines that may push you in the proper direction, but sometimes you also just get lucky
(regardless of your capability to "bend reality"). Seriously? Not worth the money This book is nothing
more than a ploy to get you to join their organization. Amazing Book! Nishen is my favorite guru.
Extremely fun to read! Changed my Perspective This book has changed my entire perspective of life. I
was so looking forward to receiving and scanning this book, however, quite frankly it left me
disappointed. I enjoyed the enthusiasm of the writer, he’s truly extraordinary. Remaining me disappointed
- Is this an advertising campaign book? Nothing fascinating - just a mix of modern humanist philosophies
targeted at "millenials" and eastern traditions. I’m so incredibly grateful to have discovered this book- it
came to me when I needed it most. It is quite simple in its essence and I expected much more when
compared to a semi-autobiography reserve that constantly and repeatedly qualified prospects and talks
about the courses offered by the writer. Lakhiani's company. I personally wouldn’t recommend it but
maybe other people have different opinions than me that is fine. I’m providing it 2 stars, regardless, for
your time and effort of the author. This is just one example. Fact-checker? The endless name dropping
through the book is also tiresome and diminishes the authors credibility. I had high hopes for this
publication. I like the author and have enjoyed most of the articles on his website. However, that is
elementary school-level dithering and more a journey into the author's own travels, interviews, and
greatness than a viable self-help publication. This author asserts gigantic benefits and high suppositions,
then backs them with the countless false assumptions he promises we should question. It generally does
not work. At least, not for me personally.) about the invitation-only retreat he attended on Branson's
private island as if he must convince us (and perhaps himself) that others regard him as credible.S. and
Canada." That is a small, personally possessed island off the shore of Connecticut and New York. Umm --
many thanks for disappearing the complete country of Mexico and its near-130 million folks from being
part of North America. That doesn't imply that the typical reader will ever be able to replicate it in their
lives. Superb read or listen, STRONGLY SUGGESTED! Editor? There are others. The guy is a multi-
millionaire. Can he not hire a fact-checker to undergo his book and make sure that his function isn't
shoddy? Life-changing , just read it Life-changing. The initial three chapters are almost 100% "how this
publication is organized and wow is certainly this book amazing" sort of fluff, that you should basically
skip. You can find the book free of charge and the depth of knowledge you will find there will blow apart
most therefore called gurus today. I have a better suggestion. Amazing human being! I also take concern
with several of the strategies, but for the sake of brevity will concentrate on the "brules" and "blissipline"
concepts. How ever I did so go to you tube and listen to the mediation that was very nice I give that a 4
star. It had been as if I was hearing my better judgement! I can't wait to meet up him one day! The MOST
AMAZING BOOK YOU'LL Go through OR HEAR THIS SEASON AND BEYOND! This is 4th-grade-level



(or below) geography. I hated to provide a one star I am sure the writer had good intentions, but I found
myself disappointed and had buyers remorse on the purchase. I can't believe the reviews are so good. I
found my self skipping webpages just to get it over with. I felt like it got for ever to get to the point. I was
expecting some real life changing material in here because he stated he interview over two hundred of
some of the greatest minds ever , but yet there was hardly any insight on his interviews . VIshen Lakhiani
is truly a visionary and was influenced by all the same people and books that motivated me.
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